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Introduction to CryptographySpringer, 2002
Due to the rapid growth of digital communication and electronic data exchange, information security has become a crucial issue in industry, business, and administration. Modern cryptography provides essential techniques for securing information and protecting data.

In the first part, this book covers the key concepts of cryptography on...
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Professional Linux Kernel Architecture (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Find an introduction to the architecture, concepts and algorithms of the Linux kernel in Professional Linux Kernel Architecture, a guide to the kernel sources and large number of connections among subsystems. Find an introduction to the relevant structures and functions exported by the kernel to userland, understand the theoretical and...
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Cryptography: Theory and Practice, Third Edition (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2005

	The first edition of this book, which was published in 1995, contained thirteen
	chapters. My objective was to produce a general textbook that treated all the
	essential core areas of cryptography, as well as a selection of more advanced
	topics. In writing the book, I tried to design it to be flexible enough to permit
	a wide variety of...
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Alan Turing: His Work and ImpactElsevier Limited, 2013

	In this 2013 winner of the prestigious R.R. Hawkins Award from the Association of American Publishers, as well as the 2013 PROSE Awards for Mathematics and Best in Physical Sciences & Mathematics, also from the AAP, readers will find many of the most significant contributions from the four-volume set of the Collected Works of A. M....
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Innovative Cryptography (Programming Series)Charles River, 2006
Innovative Cryptography, Second Edition provides a cutting-edge evaluation and review of current findings in the area of cryptography and explores how to implement these new techniques efficiently. It covers current cryptographic problems and suggests practical solutions. The book also discusses the role of symmetric ciphers and symmetric block...
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Elements of Computer Security (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010

	As our society grows ever more reliant on computers, so it also becomes more vulnerable to computer crime. Cyber attacks have been plaguing computer users since the 1980s, and computer security experts are predicting that smart telephones and other mobile devices will also become the targets of cyber security threats in the future.

...
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Information Hiding Techniques for Steganography and Digital WatermarkingArtech House Publishers, 1999

	This book provides an overview of steganography and digital watermarking, two areas of research which are
	generally referred to as "information hiding." Steganography studies ways to make communication invisible by
	hiding secrets in innocuous messages, whereas watermarking originated from the need for copyright protection of...
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An Introduction to Mathematical Cryptography (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2008
This self-contained introduction to modern cryptography emphasizes the mathematics behind the theory of public key cryptosystems and digital signature schemes. The book focuses on these key topics while developing the mathematical tools needed for the construction and security analysis of diverse cryptosystems. Only basic linear algebra is required...
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C# Class Design Handbook: Coding Effective ClassesApress, 2003
The mission of the C# Class Design Handbook is to provide you with a critical understanding of designing classes, making you better equipped to take full advantage of C#’s power to create robust, flexible, reusable classes. This comprehensive guide lifts the lid on syntax and examines what’s really going on behind the...
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Hands-On Cryptography with Python: Leverage the power of Python to encrypt and decrypt dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to evaluate and compare data encryption methods and attack cryptographic systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore popular and important cryptographic methods
	
			Compare cryptographic modes and understand their limitations
	
			Learn to perform attacks on cryptographic...
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Modern Cryptology: A Tutorial (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1989

	The present work grew out of lecture notes I prepared for a Vh hour tutorial
	that I was invited to give at the 29th IEEE Computer Conference (CompCon)
	in San Francisco on February 27, 1987. I have just completed a substantial
	update of the material, including the addition of several topics. My main
	purpose is to provide a...
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Practical Cryptology and Web SecurityPearson Education, 2005
Security is now the number one concern for businesses world wide. The gold standard for attaining security is cryptography; it provides the most reliable tools for storing or transmitting digital information. This is the first textbook showing students how to implement cryptography and incorporate it into real-world systems on the Web.     
...
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